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This document was originally put together in early January of 1998. It was based on my re-
search on the P∏achno family tree using microfims on baptisms, marriages and deaths from the church
in Borz´cin, Poland. I got these through the Mormon Family History Center in Sterling, Illinois.
Added to this was some other information I was lucky enough to get from distant relatives and other
researchers. I am making very few changes in this material. There are still missing links and some un-
knowns but I think we have most of the basics.

The main reason for this revision is to add in information on the origin of our family name and
explain why our early relatives lived in the Manor House in Borz´cin, Poland. Several of my earlier
reports mentioned the Onomastics of the P∏achno family name that suggested several origins of our
name from a sheet to a sail to a breastplate on a suit of armor. However, once we discovered the truth,
everything fell into place.

Research Notes

I am still missing information in several areas that may or may not ever be known. However,
this does concentrate on the direct P∏achno family line  – and in a few cases I may share the infor-
mation I have on various branches and collateral lines. I will take the time to provide you with this
narrative overview which will hopefully explain several things and make the information more inter-
esting. 

By way of preamble, there are several thoughts I would like to share with you regarding the
research.

✑ Bear in mind that the microfilms of the Borz´cin church records only went up to April of
1881 at the time of my research. Later church records may become available at some point.
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✑ The records from 1881 back to about 1840 are actually pretty good to work with. Much of
the handwriting is passably legible although the information is written in Latin and Polish. More im-
portantly, most of the baptism records provide not only the names of the parents but also the names
of the grandparents. Most of the marriage records provide the names of all four parents. In many cases
I have difficulty in reading the handwriting of the various priests who filled in the books, but at least
the information is there. I might also mention that there are occasional gaps in the records where they
are illegible or damaged. This may be the reason why I have not yet found the actual baptism record
on my great-grandfather, Thomas P∏achno Jr.

✑ Baptism records continue back to 1802 while marriage and death records go back to about
1785. However, between here and the 1830s the records are more difficult to follow. The handwriting
is generally less legible and much less information is provided on parents, making it more difficult to
fit a record into its appropriate place on the family tree.

✑ There are fewer records going back into the 1700s and I found none in the 1600s. While I
did not realize it at the time of my research, it appears that while the nobility and the rich had sur-
names, many other local residents did not. This is why keeping family records proved to be difficult
or impossible.

✑ I should mention that virtually all of the records contain “house numbers” indicating the
house where the child was born (no, there was no local hospital with a maternity ward), where the
groom lived and where the bride lived prior to the marriage, and where a person resided when he or
she died. While these house numbers are absolutely no guarantee of relationship, they are an excel-
lent indicator. Many times, a newly-married couple would temporarily live in the house of the hus-
band’s father until they got their own house. Some the newly-married couples lived in the house of
the wife’s father. If you watch the house numbers, you will find that as many as three families shared
the same house. In one case, I found two generations in the same house (mom and daughter-in-law)
both having children at the same time. Hence, where I have house numbers for baptisms, marriages
and deaths, they have been entered into the computer.

✑ As somewhat of a side note, I should mention that the information I have is that the house
numbers in most European towns are assigned chronologically as houses are built. The #1 is often
given to the most important building in town or the mayor’s house. Subsequent numbers are then as-
signed to houses as they are built without regard to geographical location.

My surmise is that for some reason (probably a number of older houses being torn down) the
Borz´cin post office went through a renumbering in what was probably the mid- or late-1700s. In this
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renumbering, it appears that the houses in Borz´cin proper received the lowest house numbers.
Outlying communities served by the Borz´cin post office, such as Jagniówka, received higher house
numbers in batches. I do not have any proof for this yet, but my guess is that houses numbered from
about 195 to about 230 were probably in Jagniówka. Houses built after this renumbering were then
given subsequent house numbers in chronological order of completion. Hence, I suspect that house
740 was a new house erected in Jagniówka, but again I have no proof.

✑ I should mention that any records dating prior to 1785 are very difficult to get. Most of this
information came directly from the church records in Borz´cin or from other local sources in Borz´cin.
What is probably the biggest current gap in my records is in trying to get the P∏achno family tree or-
ganized prior to 1800. Later records in the Borz´cin microfilms provide information on at least six peo-
ple named P∏achno who lived in Borz´cin during the 1700s and who I cannot yet connect up to the
family tree. I suspect that most or all were siblings of Andrzej and Franciszek but I do not yet have
proof of that.

✑ Finally, I should stress that genealogical research is not an exact science. During the first
week of January, my brother Bob phoned to let me know that I had probably missed one sister and
some step-siblings in researching my maternal grandfather, Jan Cholewiak, from Hankówka, Poland.
What made the telephone call coincidental was that only a few hours earlier I had written a five-page
letter to Carol Haring to point out that I had found additional children or siblings in four families in
Borz´cin beyond the list she had sent me. Obviously, it is very easy to miss a child or sibling and
everyone does it.

Some of the people researching ancestors in Germany are lucky because in some places there
are actual family lists which name every individual living in a household. No similar listing exists for
Polish families in Borz´cin. Hence, all of our genealogical information comes from three types of
records: baptisms, marriages and funerals (the traditional “three bells” of song fame). If you are really
lucky, a given person may also be mentioned in the birth and marriage record of their children or in
the record of children born to their children.

However, in the event that someone does not marry, or gets married in another church, or dies
in infancy or childhood, the number of records with their name is substantially reduced. This same
problem exists if someone goes to America prior to getting married or having children, or if they fail
to come back from miliary service. If there is some missing records or a gap in the records, the prob-
lem is compounded. Yet, if you do not find the baptism record, you may not even know about that
person. In numerous cases, a marriage record or the birth of their child is the first record I find on an
individual.
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I should also mention that the church records are not always correct. I have found three sepa-
rate records that I know are incorrect. One of my fellow researchers has uncovered an entire series
which are questionable. In many cases the priest may have waited hours or days before writing the
information in his book, and his memory may have failed him. In other cases, he simply got people
and names confused.

Moreover, it is very easy to miss just one record. Bear in mind that the Polish language changes
some name endings depending on how they are used in the sentence. Hence, a girl with a father
named Sadowski could be called Sadowska or Sadowskowena. This, combined with old fashioned
handwriting in Latin and Polish, makes it easy to miss a name when you are scanning a microfilm
page. Hence, it is always a good policy to never assume that you have all of the children or siblings
because there is always a possibility that one more will show up with additional research.

All of that having been said, here are comments on the P∏achno family line starting from the
oldest records I currently have.

The First P∏achno

Ongoing research from documents at the Borc´cin Manor House and essentialy confirmed by
Borz´cin church records disclosed that the name P∏achno means “One who chases away” and was
given to a Borz´cin resident because of bravery in a battle. There are more details on this in The Plachno
Report #13 dated September, 2017. 

The Ottoman Turks took over Constantinople in 1453 and renamed it Istanbul. In subsequent
years, their armies moved into the Mediteranean and began invading eastern Europe. This went on
for centuries. What was probably the major battle took place in Vienna in 1683 when King Jan Sobieski
of Poland badly defeated the Turkish force with what became known as the largest cavalry charge in
the history of the world.

Our family history is involved with what became the last of these battles. It took place in
Podhajce (Pidhalitsi in Ukranian) on September 8 and 9, 1698. Podhajce is located about 391 kilome-
ters (243 miles) east of Borz´cin. Both towns were part of Galacia until 1375 and since 1772 both were
part of Poland (although now Pidhalisti is in the Ukraine). While Borz´cin was more of a farming
town, Podhajce was more of a commercial center on trade routes. It had earlier been attacked by the
Turks in 1667 but was defended by Jan Sobieski and his troops. The 1698 battle found Field Crown
Hetman Feliks Kazimierz Potocki, from the family that owned Podhajce, defending the town while the
attacking Ottoman Turks were represented by Qaplan I Giray leading 14,000 troops.
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Little is known of the first P∏achno since he does not appear in any church records. He most
likely was a famer working land owned by others in Borz´cin. Surviving records suggests that he was
young, possibly no more than 16 or 18. The nobility in Borz´cin apparently brought him and other
troops to help defend Podhajce. At some point during the battle, he did something to chase away the
attackers from the lord of the Borz´cin Manor House and hence was called “P∏achno,” which means
“One who chases away.”

The Turks decided to quit fighting and in January of 1699 and signed The Treaty of Karlowitz
in the Peace Chapel in Stremski Karlovci in modern day Serba. Several powers were involved in sign-
ing the treaty. As a reward the first P∏achno was brought into the Borz´cin Manor House to live. Some
later generations of the P∏achno family continued to live there until Szymon P∏achno purchased a farm
in Jagniówka, a small village just north of Borz´cin.

Andrzej P∏achno ca 1708 - ?

While we cannot find any confirmation, it appears that Andrzej (Andrew) was the son of the
first P∏achno. To put this into perspective, Andrzej would be my great-great-great-great-great-grand-
father, or as the genealogists put it, my g-g-g-g-g-grandfather. An educated guess places his birth date
at about 1708 in Borz´cin, Poland. What we do know is that he married Wiktoria (Victoria) Stolarz and
had one son named Franciszek.

The second thing I surmise is that Franciszek was not the only child of Andrzej and Wiktoria.
There is a woman named Regina P∏achno who died in 1810 at the age of 102 who most likely was ei-
ther a sister or daughter-in-law to Andrzej. There also are a Stanis∏aw P∏achno and a Jan P∏achno I
have not yet connected up who could easily be sons of Andrzej based on their age.

With any luck, some of these questions will be answered or resolved with additional research.

Franciszek P∏achno Oct 1, 1733 - ?

Franciszek is the only known son of Andrzej and is my own g-g-g-g-grandfather. At this point,
Franciszek is easily the most colorful and interesting of our ancestors. But there are still a great num-
ber of unanswered questions.

We do have two official church records on Franciszek. His date of birth was officially recorded
as October 1, 1733 and on May 5, 1762 he was married to Maria Siudut. We also know that they had
a son named Szymon (Simon). Based on at least two different sources, we know that Franciszek was
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employed by and involved with the court of the noble family in Borz´cin. This brings us to a need for
a history lesson.

The social structure and class system in Poland did not change markedly from medieval times
to at least the 1800s. Virtually all towns were “owned” by a member of the nobility or a member of a
noble family. Residents of the town paid him a kind of tax in labor based on their holdings. Farmers
with substantial land owed him as much as three days of work each week while peasants who owned
no land may have only owed him one day of work per week. In fact, in many cases the noble family
took their family name from the town by adding “ski” on the end meaning “from” or “of.”

I have several records on the nobility, court and Manor House in Borz´cin. I do know that the
early name for the town was Bodzencin. The first date I can find in connection with the town was that
in 1364 the Bishop of Kraków paid for the first church to be built in the town and the first parish to be
established. This initial frame church was replaced in 1618 with a brick church named for the
Madonna. Later Bishops from Kraków established a poor house in Borz´cin. By the late 1800s the town
also had an alcohol distillery and a three-class school.

The earliest nobility and resident of the court and manor house in Borz´cin that I can find was
Count Bronikowski. At some point he sold out to another noble family. One report said the owner in
the mid-1700s was the Sadowski family while a book published in 1880 gives the owner as the
Radowski family. I suspect that these are the same family and that one or the other of these reports
has a slight typographical error. The Sadowski name is originally Lithuanian but there is a branch of
the family in the Kraków area so this is possible. I have not yet researched the Radowski family.

Franciszek P∏achno is named in some writing and chronicles about the court in Borz´cin. In
fact, one record states that he was born in the manor household of the nobility. A local woman from
Borz´cin writing to another researcher in the 1970s called him a knight of the court since he was ob-
viously not the owner of the property. While I have not yet uncovered much, my own research into
the matter suggests that “knight” was a somewhat archaic term, even in the mid-1700s, and that
Franciszek was what we could call a Major Domo or head man of the Manor House and court.

In any event, all of this involvement with the Manor House, court and nobility in Borz´cin at
least explains why subsequent generations of the P∏achno family were well off. Most of the direct de-
scendants of Franciszek were landed farmers although farm size decreased in following generations.

Again, only one child, Szymon (Simon) is officially noted in the records we have. However, I
do suspect that there were other children because there are were people named P∏achno in Borz´cin
of about Szymon’s age.
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Szymon P∏achno Apr 15, 1776 - Mar 27, 1841

Szymon, who is my great-great-great-grandfather, is one of the more interesting people in our
family tree. I call him “Simon the Prolific” because he fathered twelve children. There were several
other large families in Borz´cin at this time with from eight to 11 children, but Szymon certainly sets
the record in our own family tree. But the designation goes beyond the shear number of children to
include the fact that Simon’s children started several major branches of the P∏achno family. While
there were other people named P∏achno in Borz´cin at this time (most likely siblings of his father
Franciszek or grandfather Andrzej), all the people named P∏achno I have met so far trace their lineage
back to Szymon in one way or another.

Szymon was born to Franciszek and Maria on April 15, 1776. He would have been about three
months old when the United States declared her independence and the Titanic would sink on his birth-
day exactly 136 years later. Indications are that he was born at the court and Manor House in Borz´cin
since the notation “dominus” was made on his birth certificate which signifies that he was at least a
very important person and possibly connected with nobility. This notation was probably made be-
cause of the relationship and position Franciszek held with the court and nobility in Borz´cin.

There are two important historical changes that become important when we get into Szymon’s
era. One is that we are now getting into the years where we have copies of records on the Borz´cin mi-
crofilms. There are marriage records starting in 1785 and baptism records starting in 1802. By the time
of Szymon’s second marriage and third child we have pretty good records on his family and hence
have a good idea of how many children he had, when they were born, and what happened to them.

The second historical item is that Szymon is the first of our ancestors where we have a good
handle on his place of residence. Based upon the information in marriage and baptismal records, we
know that Szymon was born among nobility but later lived in house #219, and that all or most of  his
resulting children were born in house #219. As I mentioned earlier, my surmise is that a house with
this number was located in Jagniówka. He apparently moved out of the Manor House in Borz´cin and
purchased a farm in Jagniówka. Information in the records suggests that Szymon was a farmer with
his own house and buildings and owned at least 42 acres of land and probably more. This certainly
made him one of the of the wealthiest men in the area.

Records suggest that Szymon was married twice but in spite of efforts by at least two people
other than myself, we have not yet come up with a name for his first wife. My records show Petronella
Bàk, which is most likely incorrect. The reason for putting her name here is that there is a record of
her marrying a Szymon P∏achno in house #219 in Borz´cin in 1785. However, this is unlikely to be our
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Szymon since we have his birth certificate and he would only have been nine years old at the time.
(Perhaps the reason he was able to father a dozen children was because he got started at a young age).
The obvious conclusion is that Petronella married another Szymon P∏achno (possibly an uncle to our
Szymon) who was at least a dozen years older. Or maybe the record year was incorrect.

There is another interesting coincidence and comment. The coincidence is that Petronella died
on Mar 13, 1800 which would have been the time that our Szymon’s first wife died. The comment is
that I have not yet uncovered any children or grandchildren of a Petronella Bàk and another Szymon.
Hence, for the immediate moment I have included her name as Szymon’s first wife but I plan to keep
looking.

Whatever her name was, Szymon’s first wife died near the turn of the century after giving birth
to two sons. Records indicate that Szymon remarried Franciszka Tyrcha on May 7, 1800 in Borz´cin. I
have not yet checked into these records but Carol Haring, a trustworthy researcher and fourth cousin,
says that Franciszka was not only 19 years old but a widow when she married Szymon. However, he
would only have been 24 years old at the time of this second marriage. Franciszka apparently had no
children from her first marriage but gave Szymon ten children.

I should point out that quick remarriages in the event of the death of a spouse were not un-
usual in this area at this time, particularly if the remaining spouse had young children at home.
Szymon would have been left with two baby boys at the death of his first wife.

An interesting side note is that Szymon apparently retained some relationship with the nobil-
ity and friends of his father because twin boys were born in the P∏achno house in 1819 who were not
related to the P∏achno family but were related to nobility.

A quick review of the dozen children of Szymon that I know of is as follows. Most of them
lived in their father’s house, #219, for at least a brief period following marriage. Either that was a huge
house or it started to get crowded in there at one point.

« B∏ażej (Blaze) was apparently the first born. He married and had at least six children and
moved to house #229.

« Szymon Jr. was the second son. He remained in house #219 and had at least four children.
His first child was born in 1824 which would indicate that Szymon Jr.’s wife, Zofia Siudut, had her
first child before Szymon’s mother had her last child in 1825. Both women were living in house #219
and had husbands named Szymon. This is where records get confusing.

« Marianna (or Maria) was the first child of Franciszka. She died at age 13.
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« Tomasz is my own great-great-grandfather. He was married while living in house #219 but
soon moved into house #220. His occupation is listed as “agricola,” which is a farmer. He had five chil-
dren.

« Mateusz had at least one child but I do not know yet whether he moved out of house #219
prior to the birth of his child.

« Jakub never married and never officially moved out of house #219. He joined the military
and died while in military service on Dec 17, 1832 at the age of 23.

« Kazimierz is still somewhat of an unknown since I have found no information on him after
his baptism. I suspect that he probably died in infancy or childhood.

« Micha∏ had at least one child. He had already moved to house #618 at the time of his mar-
riage.

« Jan died before he reached the age of two.

« Marcin started a clan of his own. He married a girl named Maria Rogóż who had given birth
to an illegitimate daughter and then she gave him five children. They originally lived in #219, the
P∏achno house, but they moved into their own house, #503, by 1860. Two of Marcin’s sons changed
their name to Plachner (because the parents of a new bride objected to the name P∏achno) and then
moved to Canada. His little daughter, Regina, married the boy next door in Jagniówka.

An interesting side note is that the Maria Rogóż who married Marcin was a sister to
Wawrzyniec Rogóż, the grandfather to Marianna Czuj, my grandmother. Hence, the P∏achno and Czuj
family lines were connected, at least by marriage, prior to the marriage of my grandparents.
Connections such as this were not unusual in Jagniówka and Borz´cin.

« Andrzej (possibly named after his great-grandfather) died before he was one year old.

« Józef was the youngest and poorest of the family. I do not have any direct information but
I can only guess that by the time he came of age, his older brothers had already split up dad’s prop-
erty. He married a poor girl and went to live in her family’s house, #537. The story gets better. The
marriage was apparently based on real love because the two of them eventually had 11 children, more
than any other of Szymon’s children. Better still, at a later date Józef is listed as a “hortulanus” which
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is a farmer who owns between 21 and 42 acres of land, so he eventually acquired some land and prob-
ably a house of his own.

As you can guess, Józef had many descendants, some of whom came to the United States.
Carol Haring in Denver (my fourth cousin) traces her P∏achno heritage back to Józef.

Tomasz P∏achno Nov 20, 1806 - ?

Tomasz P∏achno is the fourth child of Szymon P∏achno and is my great-great-grandfather.

I should perhaps mention that it took me several months to make the connection between
Tomasz and Szymon. When working up the P∏achno family tree, all the records I found on my great-
great-grandfather Tomasz showed that his wife was named Zofia with a maiden name of Florek.
However, when working down the P∏achno line from Szymon, I found that his fourth son, Tomasz,
married a girl named Zofia Czarna.

From a genealogical standpoint, this was all very suggestive since both were the same age and
both had a wife with a first name of Zofia. What I finally discovered is that Zofia Florek married a man
named Czarna but he died soon afterward. She then married Tomasz and hence was legally known
as Czarna and not Florek at the time of her wedding. There is no record of any children from the first
marriage.

Far from being a “doubting Thomas,” this particular Tomasz seemed to be rather positive in
his actions. He marries a widow while still living in his father’s house, old #219. But then he immedi-
ately moves to house #220. If I am correct in my assumptions, this would be next door and still in
Jagniówka. The move is only logical since old #219 by this time was getting rather crowded. At the
time of the marriage of Tomasz and Zofia, dad and mom Szymon and Franciszka would have had lit-
tle six-year-old Józef still running around the house along with the kids from Szymon Jr. and some
siblings.

Two different records show the occupation of Tomasz as “agricola,” which is a farmer. Based
on what records I have, my surmise is that Szymon’s large farm was split among three sons: B∏ażej,
Szymon Jr., and Tomasz, the three oldest boys. This would indeed explain why Marcin’s children
moved to Canada and Józef moved in with his in-laws.

After moving to house #220, Tomasz and Zofia had six children that I know of. Here is some
of the basic information on the children.
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« Marianna married Jan Rogóż and went to live in house #314, which presumably was the
house of Jan’s parents. I know that they had at least one child, Sylwester, but I do not yet know where
Jan fits into the Rogóż clan.

« Kasper, who is listed in Latin as Gasparus on the church records, married Agnieszka Cnota
and moved to house #790 where they had at least four children. An interesting side note is that
Agnieszka ‘s sister (Wiktoria Cnota) married Stanis∏aw Rogóż whose sister, Anna Rogóż is the mother
of my grandmother, Marianna Czuj. Hence, we have yet another link between the P∏achno and Czuj
families prior to the marriage of grandpa and grandma. Another interesting connection is that
Stanis∏aw Rogóż is the great-grandfather of Kathy Rogus who lives in Medinah, Illinois. All of this is
not necessarily unusual since many of the major families in Borz´cin were intertwined because of mar-
riages between the children.

« Jan Baptisti was obviously named after John the Baptist. He married Anna Król and they
had six children. Records indicate that he moved to house #21 after marriage, which I suspect was a
house in the village of Borz´cin. Later, the family moved to house #464 and Jan was listed as a “hor-
tulanus,” which is a farmer owning his own farm of up to 21 acres.

« Katarzyna (I) A sad but very unusual coincidence are two baby daughters born exactly a
year apart and both named Katarzyna. This first daughter apparently died before reaching one year
of age and the next daughter was born exactly a year later on the same day, which possibly prompted
re-use of the same name. I took special care to make sure that the birth records were not duplicates
and each has different witnesses or Godparents. Re-use of a name following the death of a child was
not unusual.

« Katarzyna (II) moved into house #187 after her marriage and had at least two children.

« Tomasz P∏achno Jr. was apparently the sixth child of Tomasz and is my great-grandfather.
I still have not found a real birth or baptism record on him so his year of birth is based on the age given
in his marriage documents.

Tomasz P∏achno Jr. ca 1849 - ?

Because I have not yet found a birth record, I am not sure whether Tomasz Jr. was born in
house #220. I do know that he was living in house #740 by the time he got married. Although I have
no proof at this time, I suspect that #740 was a new house built in Jagniówka. Records show that all
five children were born in house #740.
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Several different records give “hortulanus” at the occupation of Tomasz. This is a farmer with
his own house and up to 21 acres of land. In those days before tractors and machinery, 21 acres was
not as small as it would sound today.

We do know that Tomasz married Katarzyna Makowski on February 12, 1877. The marriage
record gives his age as 28 and her age as 27. She was living in house #473 at the time of her marriage,
which presumably was her father’s house. Kasper, the older brother of Tomasz, was a witness at the
wedding.

A daughter, Wiktoria (Victoria) P∏achno, was born ten months later in December. Uncle Kasper
was a Godparent at her baptism. However, she barely survived into the new year and died before she
was a month old. Tomasz Jr. was to get a double blow because his wife, Katarzyna, died a year later.
The death record suggests some type of pulmonary cause, possibly tuberculosis.

Fourteen months later, Tomasz married Anna Hujar on Mar 15, 1879. Unlike some others men-
tioned earlier, he was in no hurry to remarry because he had no children at home. Anna was only 21
at the time of their marriage. Her last name was one of those names where the beginning “C” kept be-
ing put on or left off depending on who wrote it. Some of the records show Hujar while others show
Chujar. Tomasz and Anna had four children, all born in house #740.

« Marianna was born 15 months after the wedding. However, Tomasz was to lose yet another
family member when she died only five days later. 

« Jan was born on Aug 24, 1881. He is my grandfather and came over to the United States right
around the turn of the century.

« Józef was born in 1884. Records indicate that he died in 1903 at the age of 19. Grandpa Jan
had probably already left for the United States at the time of his death.

« Stanis∏aw was born in 1887. This is my granduncle “Stashue” who also came to the United
States.

Based on the above, it appears that grandpa was correct when he said that he had no family
remaining in Borz´cin. I wonder what ever happened to his father and mother and the family farm.

As you can see from the above, there are still several unanswered questions. I am not sure that
we can find answers unless someone wants to go through the microfilms and look to see if I missed
anything.
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